
Trinational Colloquium, June 7 – 9, 2017 

Venue: Leibnizstraße 1, 24118 Kiel, room 105, 1st floor 

Schedule: 

Wednesday, June 7th, 2017 

until 6:00 p.m.  Arrival 

7:00 p.m.   Dinner at restaurant “Längengrad” 

     Schwedenkai 1, 24103 Kiel  

             

Thursday, June 8th, 2017 

9:00 a.m.   Bibliolog 

    Saskia Eisenhardt 

9:30 a.m.   Welcome and opening remarks 

    Uta Pohl-Patalong, Saskia Eisenhardt 

9:45 a.m.   Reports from the three faculties 

Current projects and research trends are presented: 10-minute presentation and 10-minute discussion per 

faculty 

    Uta Pohl-Patalong, Ralph Kunz, Thomas Schlag, Theo Pleizier  

10:45 a.m. Coffee break 

11:00 a.m. Poster presentation group 1: gallery walk  

The first group of doctoral candidates presents their posters while the other particip ants l isten and may take 

notes. 

    Moderator: Inga Heyse 

    Group 1: Jana Laubert-Peters, Theo Pleizier, Herman van der Well , Dominik  

Schenker 

12 noon Lunch break 

1:15 p.m. Poster presentation group 2: gallery walk 

The second group of doctoral candidates presents their posters while the other participants l isten and may take 

notes. 

    Moderator Anne Polster 

    Group 2: Maraike Heymann, Inga Heyse, Sebastian Hasler, Saskia Eisenhardt 



2:15 p.m. Poster discussion 

After the poster presentation, a structured discussion in small groups is taking place to have a more in -depth 

discussion and to address mutual questions . The discussions take place in 4 small groups which may focus on the 

following topics: 

Group 1: Research question 

    Group 2: Concept 

    Group 3: Methodology 

    Group 4: Schedule 

The participants choose one group. After 30 minutes, there will  be a change and the participants can choose 

another group and topic. 

3:30 p.m. Coffee Break 

4:00 p.m. Plenary presentation in 2 groups 

Two people each present their project at the same time in two different rooms (4 lectures in total). The other 

participants can attend one of the two groups according to their expertise: 20-minute presentation, 30-minute 

discussion 

Room 1    Moderator: Uta Pohl-Patalong 

    Speaker: Anne Polster, Antonia Lüdtke* (*this presentation will  be in German, 

the discussion afterwards, however, will  be in English) 

Room 2    Moderator: Jana Laubert-Peters 

    Speaker: Sabrina Müller, Jan Minnema 

5.30 p.m. Conclusion 

6:30 p.m. Beach walk, afterwards dinner at restaurant “Strandhaus 

Schwedeneck” 

          

Friday, June 9th, 2017 

9:00 a.m. “Spiritual Welcome” 

 Uta Pohl-Patalong 

9:30 a.m. Plenary presentation in 2 groups 

This time, two people in total present their projects. The other participants can attend one of the two groups 

according to their expertise: 20-minute presentation, 30-minute discussion 

Room 1    Moderator: Anne Polster 

    Speaker: Matthias Kaljouw 

Room 2    Moderator: Inga Heyse 

    Speaker: Michel Lüzza Lansel  

 



10:30 a.m. Coffee break 

11:00 a.m. Text discussion 

The discussion of the text takes place in small groups based on specific questions. 

    in Kleingruppen anhand ausgewählter Fragestellungen. 

 Group 1: Neutrality (Is LER as neutral and free of ideology as the concept 

implies? What does this mean for the role of the teacher?) 

 Group 2: Confessionality (What does and doesn’t a confessional orientation 

achieve for RE at school?) 

 Group 3: Goals and pedagogical strategy of LER (What competences are to be 

trained in LER? What is the relationship between L (Life Design), E (Ethics) und 

R (Religion Studies) and how are these three components conceptualized?) 

45-minute discussion within the groups, afterwards 30-minute concluding plenary discussion 

    Moderator: Saskia Eisenhardt 

12:15 p.m. Conclusion: reflection and outlook 

12:45 p.m. Lunch, afterwards departure 

 

With the friendly assistance of:  

 

 

 


